Consider an aeroplane running with no drift and contacting on the ground at her front wheels and tail skid, and take following nomenclatures ( Fig. 1 The second term Ca. . in the expression of A is so-called damping air force in this paper. a and b are functions of Icy, k2, (80-0) but differ little from ao, bo of the no load condition, therefore put a=a0, b b0. A-1, X, are also functions of and the forms of f1, f2 are to be beforehand determined by measuring N1, N2 for various values of (14-1), (0,-0). S may be assumed zero.
The fundamental equations (la), (1b), (lc) are the simultaneous differental equations of three unknowns h, vh, 0, and the solutions for these give complete features of the running aeroplane on the ground. The author, though having some possibilities to get the solutions for the above equations, advances the investigations in the approximate manner by making simplifications mentioned below.
It must be remarked here that the fundamental equations (la), (1b), (1c) are for the aeroplane in touching and sinking state to the ground, and that those for the aeroplane in falling motion. (if any) or bounding in the air must be obtained by putting Ni, N2, R1, R2, e=--0 in (la), (1b), (1c).
To investigate the motion in the first approximation, consider the equation (1a) only and put (lb), (1c) out of discussion, that is, assume as dvhidt=0 or vh,=const. and 0=-const..0o. The assumption of dvhidt=0 is somewhat unfair from various landing test results obtained by cinematographic camera method but may be allowed for the present investigations of the early short interval immediately bofore and after the touch to the ground.
Similarly the assumption of 0= const. = 0, may be granted to be reasonable from landing test results"). In the present case of three-.
points-landing eo may be taken as the resting angle of the aeroplane on the ground. NI may be considered as dependent only upon (h0-11) and not upon (0,-0), and if the relation between the load on the front wheels P and the depressing stroke of the shock absorber is assumed in straight line proportionality (see Fig. 2 ), then Ni=pPsin.zi.p.k 1 sin (h0-h), where El means the angle which the line of stroke of the shock obsorber makes with the ground (see Fig. 1 ) and p the correction factor (i--:1) depending upon the arrangement of the front gears relative to C.G. Therefore, if the shock-absorbing elastic constant ki of the front gears is approximately determined by some experiments, N1 may be expressed as N1=pki(ho-h). N2 needs also the similar considerations as N1 but may be put simply as N2 Ni/q, where q is the ratio of the load on the front wheels to that of the tail skid and is nearly equal to bola°. Further put v2=v12 because 'oh is very large in the early stage of landing compared to the vertical velocity dhidt. Under these simplifications the fundamental equations (la), (lb), (1c) become
M.Kondo:
where The equation (2) applies to the aeroplane in touching and sinking state to the ground i.e. h<ho. Put the terms relating to the landing gears equal to zero in equation (2), then (3) where this applies to the aeroplane in falling motion (if any) and bounding in the air i.e. h>ho.
Therefore (2) and (3) are the simplified fundamental equations of motion of landing.
III.
Dynamical Expressions for Landing.
As mentioned above the fundamental equations for landing are given by (2) and (3), the dynamical expressions for landing may be obtained by integrating them und r corresponding initial conditions.
Falling motion.
When an aeroplane performs a landing by falling down from the flattened-out 14;vel flight near the ground (if it is not the case the next expressions are not necessary', the falling motion is given by integrating the equation (3).
falling distance (4) falling velocity (5) 2. Sinking on the ground.
During the aeroplane is in contacting and sinking state on the ground the fundamental equation is given by (2), a well-known differential equation of damped oscilla,tion., therefore the solution is (6) sinking velocity (7) The sinking motion attains its maximum depression after some time and is followed by upward rising until the aeroplane comes off the ground and turns into bounding motion.
3. Bounding.
The fundamental equation is (3). As the initial condition, let the vertical upward velocity with which the aeroplane comes up into the air after ending the sink ing motion be vb, then bounding distance (8) bounding velocity
In bounding motion, the aeroplane again begins to fall down after attaining the maximum bound, and comes contact to the ground at the end and the 2nd sinking motion is commenced.
Therefore get the vertical velocity v, of the falling impact by (4) and (5) at first (in the case when the aeroplane does not fall down from flattened-out level flight but lands direct from gliding, vf is the given value and no calculations are needed), and calculate the first sinking motion from (6) and (7) by putting above LIT in them. Next, let the calculated upward velocity with which the aeroplane comes up into the air at the end of the first sinking be vb, and putting this vb in (8) and (9) To make comparisons of the falling motion newly given by the equation (4), and (5) with the ordinary ones which are often defined in the regulations of the strength calculation etc., an explanatory example is calculated as below.
The dynamical expressions for the free falling motion is needless to say Each of these cases is calculated for a Fokker FVI111 cabin monoplane.
Gross weight G=4,300(kg), Total wing area F= 67.6 (m2),
Resting angle on the ground 00=-8°, Setting angle of the main plane K = 0°, Lift coefficient at the attitude of three-points-landing Ca=-1.210 (2) (angle of attack a 00=8°), Slope of lift coefficient at the attitude of three-points-landing Oci=4.01(1/rad)).
Three cases of horizontal landing velocity are considered i.e. v,= 25.0 (mis), 22.5 (mis), 20.0 (m/s)3. These results are shown in Table 1. and Figs. 3a, 3b, From these results it is seen that the author's expressions (4) and (5) show much difference from the ordinary ones given by (4'), (5') and (4"), (5'9, and also the effect on the falling motion of the damping term Ald (ho h) due to the vertical component velocity may be inferred by comparing the results calculated by (4), (5) with. those by (4"), (5"). In the case when the very initial stage of falling i. e. the range of small falling distance only is considered, however, (4") and (5") may be used with little errors instead of (4) and (5). As the factors which indicate the skill of landing manceuvre the author takes two component velocities at the instant of touch to the ground, one being the horizontal (or landing) velocity v1 and the other the vertical (or falling) one v1. How these factors influence on bouncing i.e. sinking and bounding of the aeroplane in landing is investigated for a Fokker FVIIb_3m monoplane, an example already mentioned in the previous chapter, by using the equations (6), (7) and (8), (9).
The necessary data of the Fokker FVIL-3m other than those already given are the characteristic constants of the landing gears.
Damping coefficient of the landing gears e =145.5'4' (kg/m/s), Correction factor owing to the relative arrangements of the front gears p = 1.00, Ratio of the load on the front wheels to that of the tail skid q=boicto= 9.62, Elastic constant of the front gears 1,-,1,53,000(5)(kgim).
Therefore the damping term in the fundamental equation (2) =0.877+0.965(1/s) (for vh=25.0(mis)), and as will be seen the damping action due In order to see the general process of bouncing the case when v=25.0(mis), 4'f=2 .0(m/s) is calculated with the above data by the equations (6), (7) and (8), (9).
The results are shown in Table 2 and in Fig. 4 by the full line. rf,2.0(mis), corresponds to the falling height of about 2.0 (in) from Fig. 3 .,. Therefore,if tla. Fokker FVIIb_am monoplane makes a thre( -points-landing by falling down from a level flight at 2.0(m) height above the ground with a horizontal velocity 'vh=25.0 (m/s) , sho sinks down 18 (cm) below the ground in the first impact and rises up and bounds • into the air 32 (cm) above the ground, and repeating such bouncings it comes at last to standstill. Considering the assumption that v, . remains constant during the complete process, actual bouncing is to damp more rapidly with (4) Table  2 and Fig. 4 The results are shown in Table  3 and Fig. 5 . As the factors which indicate the characteristics of the landing gears the author takes the two, their elasticity (its coefficient being ki or B) and their damping action (its coefficient being e).
(i) Influence of elasticity. are shown in Table 4 and in Fig.  6 .
As is seen the influence of elasticity of the landing gears on bouncing is a little one.
(ii) Influence of damping action. Table 5 and in Fig. 7 .
The influence of damping action is also a little one.
From the above it is clear that bouncings of an aeroplane in landing are dependent mainly upon the skill of landing manceuvre and little upon the characteristics of the landing gears. Therefore it can be concluded that bouncing can not be reduced by something like the minor improvements of the landing gears unless the landing manceuvres are not well-trained.
(The Oleo-type landing gears are in this paper put out of consideration.)
VII. Landing Shock and its Load Factor.
The whole process of landing is, though approximately as stated before, to be calculated by the equations (6), (7) and (8), (9) etc., it is easy to calculate the landing s hock. Each of accelerations got by differentiating the equations (7) and (9) with respect to t gives the shock conferred to the aeroplane at any time of thesinking or the bounding stage. The maximum shock or the maximum load factor necessary for strength calculations occurs clearly in the sinking stage immediately after thefirst impact.
By differentiating thE equation (7) In compliance with the Japanese Regulation (Chap. II, Section 3) take k0.11, the value for the passenger plane of the 4'1 kind, then the requested landing load factor is 3.24 because the vertical velocity is vf-=kvh,2.75(mjs). This vertical velocity correspends to a falling height of about 9,--10(m) from Fig. 3a and is an unthinkable value. The fact that the Japanese Regulation requires larger and safer values of landing vertical velocity than the experimental results of the actual aeroplanes is clear and acknowledged also in the commentaries (G) of the Regulation. The author's theoretical results show the same thing as above, certainly that the requested values by the Regulation are too safe a little.
(ii)Influence of horizontal component velocity. and a constant v1=1.5(rnis).
The results are shown in Table  6 and and v7=1.5(m/s) and shown. in Table 6 and Fig. 10 . The load factors are also independent upon the elasticity of the landing gears and these calculated by the author's method are as before 20% smaller than those given by the ordinary one (iv) Influence of damping action of the landing gears. (1/&), vh = 25.0 (m/s) and of=1.5(m js) (Table 6 and Fig. 11) show that the load factor remains constant independent of damping action, though its slight tendency to decrease with increasing damping action is observed. The ordinary method gives also values 20% greater than those by the author's method. This paper investigates dynamically the early stage of landing motion of an ae .oplane and examines how the bouncing and the landing shock are influenced by the skill of landing manceuvre and the characteristics of the landing gears. The author believes that various points and features of landing motion which have been hitherto ambiguously and doubtfully understood are brought out cleary to some degrees by lb e present investigation.
The principal assumptions are : (1) the horizontal or forward velocity of the aeroplane does not vary with time and remains at a constant landing velocity, and (2) the aeroplane makes no rotational motion about C. G. retaining her three-pointslanding attitude throughout the whole process. When the fundamental equations of motion are obtained the damping forces due to the main plane and due to landing gears are taken into consideration other than the lift, drag, ground reactions, ground frictions and the elastic force of the landing gears. The leading subjects subdivided in this paper are the falling motion of the aeroplane before the touch to the ground (if any), sinking and bounding motions or so-called bouncing after it and the landing shocks imparted to the aeroplane.
Conclusions obtained are as followings : 1. The falling motion which takes the lift and the damping force of the main plane into consideration differs much from those which neglect above forces. The author's equation (4) and (5) are certainly helpful to judge the results of the ordinarydrop test of the landing gears more reasonably and to improve the testing methods and apparatuses.
2. The damping action of the main plane is of the same order as that of the landing gears. Therefore when the ordinary drop tests of the existing principle are carried out, some neccessary corrections owing to the neglection of the main plane is to be anticipated.
3. The results calculated by the author show that when a Fokker FVIL-3m monoplane makes a landing by falling down from a flattened-out level flight at a height of about 2.0(m), so with a vertical falling velocity of 2.0(m/s), she sinks 18(cm)below the ground after the first impact and bounds up into the air 32(cm) above the ground. 4. The vertical (or falling) and horizontal (or landing) velocities of the aeroplane at the instant of touch to the ground (With these two component velocities the author expresses the degree of pilot's skilfulness of the landing manceuvre.) have strong influences upon bouncing after the touch to the ground. Therefore pilots and designers must make their efforts to reduce these component velocities.
5. The characteristics of the landing gears i. e. their elasticity and damping action have little influence upon bouncing.
Therefore reduction of bouncing can not be attained by some small improvements of the landing gears if the pilot's skill of landing manceuvre remains ill-trained.
6. The load factor in landing is given by the equations (10) and (11) where the damping actions of the main plane as well as of the landing gears are taken into consideration.
The load factors calculated by these equations are 20% smaller than those given by the existing method which neglects the damping actions above stated.
7. The load factor in landing is chiefly dependent upon the vertical velocity of touch to the ground and almost independent upon the horizontal velocity and the characteristics of the landing gears. The load factor is solely determined by the vertical velocity and indeed straightly proportional to it. Horizontal (or landing) velocity vh=20.0 (m/s). (c.f. Fig. 3c ) 
